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The Bridge School is an all-through school for pupils with severe learning difficulties and complex needs. Many of our pupils have ASD and many are
pre-verbal. Our specialism is communication as we believe this is the greatest skill, we can help our pupils develop so that they go on to live
enjoyable and fruitful lives. Our Creative Curriculum incorporates the key elements that we believe are most important for our students to learn and
experience during their time with us: the skills that will be most important to them in adulthood.
We also strongly believe that all children should experience all subjects, cultures, physical skills and art forms, irrespective of physical or cognitive
ability, and we steadfastly refuse to make judgement on their behalf about what they may or may not enjoy or be stimulated by. Mostof our
students have sensory needs (of a wide variety) and all of our students need their learning delivered as a series of very small steps with a good deal
of repetition to ensure embeddedness.
Thus, we have built a skills rich curriculum that is contained within a broad subject curriculum diet. Our pupils experience science, maths,
geography, literature, all forms of
music and competitive sports in
thesame way as they would
be if we followed a traditional
knowledge- based curriculum,
but we use thosefascinating
topics to stimulate interest and
develop life skills.
Obviously, our pupils have
unique ways of working and
learning and their journey may
be ‘spikey’ or intermittent as
they tackle the skills-based
learning, but we want to ensure
that, no matter how long their journey, it is an interesting one and that repetition of skills does not mean repetition of subject material.
While creating our Creative Curriculum, we considered the following opposing drivers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personalised vs Breadth
Progress for Life vs Progress against the National Curriculum
Meaningful assessment that actually explains and describes: an end to ‘below expectations’ …!
Individual targets vs group / KS targets
Respond to EHCP but avoid reduction to JUST EHCP Outcome
Knowledge vs Skills

Intention: Our intention is that all pupils will be able to experience and enjoy, at a level appropriate for them, the key elements from the National
Curriculum (the ‘what’ of our Curriculum) and that this drives their personal development. Knowledge retention in respect of ‘facts’ about the
‘what’ is not the most significant part of our Intention. Each subject’s Curriculum Overview illustrates the sequencing of the ‘what’.
Implementation: The delivery of the ‘what’ is then personalised by the class teacher to meet the needs of pupils. In this way, any part of the ‘what’
sequence may be delivered or implemented using different approaches year on year. We need to consider the: Pace of learning; Practical
Environment; Degree of Independence and means of Communication. We look to identify the educational experiences and learning that can be
provided to fulfil the Intention to specific groups and individuals. There are three key lines of approach, detailed on the chart below.
Impact: This is then measured against practical skills hierarchies and all curriculum study contributes to the assessment of each child’s progress
towards EHCP outcomes, Communications and Social and Personal Development. All pupils, irrespective of ability, are assessed against The
Engagement Lenses, via our bespoke and simple TBS framework.
TBS Engagement
Pre-intentional Communication reactive idiosyncratic: develop
awareness in known situations; reactive
and responsive
Learner Profiles

Implementation:
Approaches to Learning

Pre-volition –
sense of self: may respond to pain,
heat, hunger, stress, epilepsy.
Pre-Motor intentional: needs time and
space and pace to process stimulus;
busy environments may reduce ability
to respond
Multi-sensory experiences;
Experiential learning;
Visual supports with objects;
Positive behaviour support;
Allow time for processing;
Postural and physical development

TBS Semi-Formal
Emerging: intentional communication;
contextual awareness; social
awareness; learnt routines; shared
attention; problem solving; recalling
and using skills learnt
+
Accessing complex language
(listening and understanding); signs of
social awareness; intentional and
purposeful communication; aware of
different contexts and environments

TBS Challenge
Socially aware.
Some level of independence;
retention of learnt skills evident;
able to evaluate; enhanced
comprehension; simple but reliable
reciprocal communication
+
High level of independence;
reciprocal communication; fluent
and confident communication;
understanding of abstract
concepts

Multi-sensory learning experiences
with an emphasis on cause and
effect; Experiential and active
exploration learning;
Visual supports with objects, symbols,
and pictures; Alternative
augmentative communications;
Sentence construction such as
colourful semantics (oral or visual);
Collaboration and turn-taking
Positive behaviour support for
learning; Establishment of routines

Visual supports: written, symbolic;
Independent working; Purposeful
peer to peer interactions and
collaborations; Problem solving;
Self-regulation Strategies; Subject
specific learning
+
Applying skills and knowledge
previously learnt to new contexts;
Self-assessment of work and
progress

Because our pupils are unique, personalisation is also a key ingredient of our programme as some skills are more important or less well developed in
some pupils than in others. All classes incorporate differentiation be that in respect of mode of delivery, place of deliver or pace of delivery.
Having said this, we also strongly believe that a key skill we should try to develop in our pupils is their ability to ‘be’ and adapt to different locations,
routines and groups so that they are more able to successfully integrate in the communities around them. We strive for group activity whenever it is
practical and comfortable for our pupils; we operate a school timetable and the subject knowledge curriculum diet is used as the ‘vehicle’ via
which to deliver a blended solution of skills development alongside students’ personal care and therapeutic needs, whatever they might be.
Above all else though, we endeavour to swath our creative curriculum in JOY and ENJOYMENT. Fun is a great motivator, a child cannot learn ifthey
are not happy, and content and we strongly believe all our pupils deserve to be Happy.

Communication

All styles, types and modes, blended, so that children can
understand and be understood.
Located in the practical: Science and Numeracy for living.

Engaging

We don’t do dull! Experiential wherever possible.

Ambitious

Expect more. (Not “can’t” but “can’t do YET”. Stretch, Challenge
and inspire.

Thinking Critically
Independence

Valuable

Enjoyment

Debate, dilemma: interesting topics and subjects. Cognitive
development

Physical development. Emotional regulation. Life skills.

This drives everything we do: nothing is for nothing. Promote
mental and physical well-being.

Making work fun and making fun work. Finding the JOY in
everything. A happy, welcoming, inclusive culture.

TERMLY
TOPICS

SKILLS

Knowledge is the vehicle we use to keep lessons interesting, engaging and to ensure we give our pupils exposure to a wide
range of information and experiences. However, our focus is on Skills development. The pupils at The Bridge face a wide
variety of challenges and we have created our own skills grid: skills that we feel pupils will benefit from the most.
So, while we may be teaching a lesson about the Oceans of the World, we do so in a manner that aims to develop
one or more of the skills below and has an eye to the child’s EHCP targets.

We also use our own version of Bloom’s Taxonomy to structure
lessons and learning and to evaluate progress.

ASSESSMENT

show us their ability.

If the skills in our bespoke development continuum are what we are teaching and believe are important, it is clear that
our pupils should be assessed against those skills and of course against EHCP targets. As well as national assessment
tools, we also use an on-line pupil-information system and we have created our own bespoke assessment tools and
reporting profiles. We firmly believe we should measure what is important and not what is irrelevant and have grasped
the governments ‘life without levels’ directive along with their advice regarding Knowledge and Skills balance in
schools, to provide parents, careers, stakeholders and of course ourselves, with meaningful information rather than merely
impractical numbers. We use a wide range of bespoke, as well as national frameworks, to assess ‘the whole child’s
development: a basket of tools to ensure that we offer our pupils a range of methods and approaches through which to

EARWIG ACADEMIC: this programme incorporates:
EYFS PLUS Bridge Framework: This is our own enhanced version of the DfE EYFS framework, used with pupils in Reception classes.
EHCP targets (Personal to Pupil) these are entered onto our on-line system, with additional interim targets entered as necessary and student’s
progress towards them is assessed as:
Green Fully achieved
Amber Working towards
Red
Beginning
Parents and staff alike will see this colour coded assessment for each of the primary and sub targets and be able to obtain an instant and
meaningful picture of pupil progress.
TBS Cognitive and Behaviour Standards
Drawing on the work of the AET and other expert practitioners, we have created a bespoke assessment tool that, as with the EHCP targets, records
progress against a simple but effective Green, Amber and Red rating system. From the large bank of practical skills standards, covering topics such
as Road Safety, Sensory Processing and Emotional Regulation, teachers will select those most relevant for each child each term.
TBS Language and Comprehension Standards
This simple and unique summative assessment tool enables teachers to select a single, explicit sentence from four different areas in order to
accurately provide an objective picture of each Childs’s actual communication style and range:
• Verbal proficiency
• Signing proficiency
• Picture and Symbols proficiency
• Comprehension and Listening ability
• Writing Skill

We also assess the chronological Reading Age of each child and, where applicable, deploy a broad range of additional assessment tools (see
below**

TBS Engagement Standards plus TBS Social and Personal Development Standards
These standards are currently built around a simple, progressive Framework laid upon our interpretation of the Rochford Review’s ‘Learning Lenses’.
Teachers assess pupil ability and willingness to deploy each skill using a continuum of six levels, from ‘Rarely’ to ‘Always’. The standards are:
•
•
•
•
•

Explorative and Curious: interested in learning and exploring
Imitation: able to cop, mimic and learn by following others and observation
Anticipation: predicts what might happen; thinks ahead
Realisation and Discovery actively tries to understand or work things out and make them happen
Persistence: Keeps trying even when tasks are difficult; shows resilience; keeps going

For students working at Pre-National Curriculum or National Curriculum, we will also assess them against the published standards.
OCR and ASDAN
KS4 students work towards qualifications from OCR and ASDAN as well. Their progress towards these qualifications is similarly recorded as part of our
assessment process.
** National Communication Assessment Programmes that we use
Teddy Talk Test (from The Communications Trust): This is a simple speech and language assessment It enables us to identify a child’s ability to listen
and understand oral instruction plus recognise objects and verb instructions and also measure a child’s speech & language development relative
to their chronological age.
British Picture Vocabulary: This is a one-to-one test that assesses a child’s receptive vocabulary; for each question, the teacher says a word and the
pupil responds by selecting a picture from four options that best illustrates the word’s meaning.
As no reading is required, BPVS3 can be used to assess language development in non-readers and especially pupils with expressive language
impairments and non-verbal children. Because no spoken response is required, the assessment may be administered to pupils with autism and
other related communication difficulties or those with English as an Additional Language (EAL). To help with administration to pupils who may be
colour blind the illustrations have black outlines and the colours are vivid.

LUCID LASS: Pinpoints specific areas of need and is taken by pupils who have a high probability of dyslexia. It gives a more detailed indication of a
pupil’s particular strengths and weaknesses that may impact reading. Pre-verbal children with good independence and concentration skills can
access the assessment.
It is available in two versions: for ages 8-11 and for 11-15 and assesses:
Working memory

Phonological awareness

Spelling

Phonological processing

Reasoning

Single word, sentence and non-word reading

CoPS is taken by younger pupils and gives a more detailed indication of a pupil’s particular strengths and weaknesses that may impact learning.
It assesses Working memory; Phonological awareness; Phonological processing; Auditory discrimination; Colour discrimination. Pre-verbal children
can access the system and high-level teacher support is permitted.
YARC: The York Assessment of Reading for Comprehension is a one-to-one, diagnostic reading assessment that enables you to assess your pupils’
reading and comprehension skills from an early age through to the end of secondary school. This test is for verbal children who can read
independently. It comprises:
Early Reading
The early reading suite comprises four short tests specifically designed for 4-7-year olds or older pupils with reading difficulties. These tests assess a
pupil’s phonological skills, alphabetic knowledge and word reading in a time-efficient and flexible way. They are among the most sensitive type of
assessments for beginner readers and may be administered up to three times during a school year.
Passage Reading Primary
Comprising fiction and non-fiction texts, the passage reading primary suite has been developed to identify the reading (decoding) and
comprehension skills. It assesses accuracy, reading rate and comprehension in one single test. A version of our Single Word Reading Test is also
included as a benchmarking test.
Other
The Sandwell Early Numeracy Test assesses a pupil's ability with numbers, through exploring five strands of basic numeracy skills:
identification, oral counting, value, object counting and language. It requires minimal writing and is suitable for pre-verbal pupils.
This standardised assessment is particularly useful in helping to identify targets for pupils with Special Educational Needs and it can also be
used with older pupils whose performance is well below average their age group.
TBS = The Bridge School

Communications: Reading, Writing, Speech and Language, Signing, Symbol Exchange and Total
Communications, Blended
Development of effective Communications, whatever mode that might be, is considered to be the most important skill taught across the school.
Communication enables pupils to socialise, convey their emotions and needs, express themselves and learn. It is the key driver to develop positive
relationships, behaviour standards and good citizenship plus gives pupils the ability to enjoy the world around them, safely. Communications
development is taught as a discreet subject but in fact is an integral part of every subject and lesson at The Bridge, from swimming lessons to
Science, with key word vocabulary built into every scheme. Working closely with the expert SaLT therapy team, every child has a bespoke
communications development programme that enables them to learn to listen, express themselves and be understood by others.
Communications development at The Bridge is not a year-on-year linear programme. Some cohorts or indeed pupils within classes have very
different preferred communication modes and some younger children have more oracy than older children. Thus, each strand comprises a main
focus, to ensure age appropriateness and ‘newness’ every year, around which the specific lessons for that particular class in that particular year,
are built.
In Years 1- 4, the Oxford Reading Tree programme provides the phonics content (not shown here). From Year 5 (A) onwards, the reading books
published are presented as a ‘series’ with Phonics development opportunities and the order is expected to be followed although not necessarily at
the ‘pace’ illustrated and some may find the phonics sequence challenging and instead, read the books using ‘whole word’ methods with a
focus on vocabulary acquisition, enjoyment and comprehension. These progressive books are read in partnership with substantial literature
detailed in the overview or alternatives may be selected by teachers to inspire and engage pupils in reading and wider communication: these will
be particular to children’s abilities and interests and teachers will creating fresh and personalised schemes of work annually. Most of the substantial
literature is supported by filmic versions to aid understanding and vocabulary acquisition. The calendar here simply shows the ‘main’ narrative for
each ½ term in respect of explicit reading and vocabulary skills development.
* Some groups working at emerging engagement levels will follow an alternative programme*.
Each communications pathway includes phonics, reading for pleasure, writing (from mark making onwards) and comprehension (reading or
listening). There are also ½ termly poems set for pupils to engage with, benefiting from the rhythm and intonation and oral effects. Given the range
of cognitive abilities and learning styles of our pupils, no single reading or phonics approach is imposed across the school. Instead, teachers select
the most appropriate programme from a range to best enhance pupil’s understanding and progress.
Please see the Total Communications Programme policy document, created in partnership with the NHS SaLT team, for more information about the
specific strategies employed in school
Assessment tools includes:
•

TBC Speech, Language and Writing bespoke summative assessments plus the TBS Engagement for Learning

•

Communications Trust ‘Teddy Talk’

*YARK (where appropriate)

•

British Picture Vocabulary

*Pre-KS Standards

•

LUCID Lass (where appropriate)

Autumn 1

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Elmer

Tree

The Tiny Seed

Farmyard Hullabaloo

The Rainbow Fish

Elmer’s Weather

Planting a rainbow

The Creation Story

Rain, Wind, Sun and Snow

The Enormous Turnip

Walking through the
Jungle

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

It’s okay to be different

Phonics:

Phonics:

Environmental sounds and
Body Percussion

Environmental sounds Weather

Phonics:

Roaming in the
Rainforest
Phonics:

Phonics:

Mad about Minibeasts
Commotion in the Ocean
Phonics:

Year 1

Three Little Pigs

Duck in the Truck

The Naughty Bus

Sequencing Suki & Rex
Retriever

Year 2

Environmental sounds Animal sounds – Insects
Animal sounds – Farm and
Weather
and Sea animals
Environmental,
Zoo
Introduction to Phonetical
instrumental sounds and
Introduction to Phonetical
sounds
Phonetical sounds –
Phonetical sounds Body Percussion
sounds
S, A, T – in line with
Introduction to Phonetical
P, I, N
Introduction to Phonetical
children’s ability
sounds
sounds
K, O, G
Recap S, A, T – in line with
D, M, C
children’s ability
Recap D, M, C – in line with
Recap S, A, T, P, I, N – in
children’s ability
line with children’s ability

The Day the Crayons Quit

The Lion and the Mouse

Jack and the Beanstalk

From Head to Toe

Chicken Lickin’

Year 3

RECEPTION

Brown Bear Brown Bear
Mrs Wishy Washy
The Gingerbread Man
Eyes, nose, fingers and
toes

Autumn 2

Stories about other
cultures & countries

Stories about challenge &
achievement & being
proud

Stories about emotions

Stories about similarities & Stories about being fair,
helping & being kind
differences

We’re Going on aBear
Hunt

The Colour Monster

The Enormous Turnip
Handa’s Surprise Sharing a
Shell
Somebody Swallowed
Stanley & The Crunching
Munching Caterpillar

The Witch’s Cat Cooking
Catastrophe

Year 4

Pacho and Pidgeon

Little Red Riding Hood

Dragons in the City

The Tiger Who Came to
Tea
The 3 Billy Goats Gruff

Giraffes Can’t Dance

The Runaway Iceberg

Dandelion Readers Set 1 – Dandelion Readers Set 2- Dandelion Readers Set 3- Dandelion Readers Set 1- Dandelion Readers Set 2 – Dandelion Readers Revisit
Units 1-10
Units 1-10
Units 1-10
Units 11-20
Units 11-20
favourites andreview

A

Sam…

A Mat…

Kindness Makes Me
The Girl Who Stole the
Stronger – Elizabeth Crow Elephant – Nizrana Farook

Film: The Fox and the

Sit Sam…

Pip Gets Rich…

The Smartest Giant in
Town

The Smartest Giant in
Town

– Julia Donaldson

– Julia Donaldson

Chips for Lunch…
Grandpa Bert and the
Grandpa Bert and the
Ghost Snatchers – Marjorie Ghost Snatchers – Marjorie
Blackman
Blackman

Film: Kindness Matters

Hound
Dandelion Readers
Level 2

Dandelion Readers
Level 3

Moon Dog Set 1 –
Units 1-8

Moon Dog Set 2 –
Units 1-8

– Units 1-14 The Mail…

– Units 1-14 Viv Wails…

– Units 1-14 Jake, the
Snake…

Is it Matt?...

Hot Sun…

B

Dandelion Readers
Level 1

Revolting Rhymes Roald
Dahl

Revolting Rhymes – Roald The Selfish Giant – Oscar
Dahl
Wilde

The Selfish Giant – Oscar
Wilde

George’s Marvellous
Medicine – Roald Dahl

Moon Dog Set 1 & 2 –
revisit and review

George’s Marvellous
Medicine – Roald Dahl

Film: The Grinch
Moon Dog Set 3 –
Units 9-14

Wet Day in Spain…

In the Woods…

Myths & Legends from
Around the World –
Various

Myths & Legends from
Around the World –
Various

Magic Belt Set 1 –
Units 1-7

Magic Belt Set 1 –
Units 8-14

That Dog! Set 1 –
Units 1-6

That Dog! Set 1 –
Units 7-12

The BFG – Roald Dahl

The BFG – Roald Dahl

The Butterfly Lion –
Michael Morpurgo

The Butterfly Lion –
Michael Morpurgo

C

Moon Dog Set 3 –
Units 1-8

Film: Lilo & Stitch

E

D

Totem Units 1-6

Alba Units 1-6
Charlotte’s Web – EB
White

The Borrowers – Mary
Norton

Film: Charlotte’s Web

Magic Belt
Units 1-6

Magic Belt
Units 7-12

Totem Units 7-12

Alba Units 7-12

The Twits – Roald Dahl

The Twits – Roald Dahl

Talisman Set 1 –
Units 1-5

Talisman Set 1 –
Units 6-10

Fairy Tales and Folk Tales Fairy Tales and Folk Tales The Witches – Roald Dahl The Witches – Roald Dahl

Island Adventure
Units 1-5

Island Adventure
Units 6-10

The Explorer – Katherine
Rundell

The Clockwork Crow –
Catherine Fisher

Talisman Set 2 –
Units 1-5

Talisman Set 3 –
Units 6-10

The Barefoot Book of
African Tales – Gcina
Mhlophe

The Barefoot Book of
African Tales – Gcina
Mhlophe

More First Flight
Units 1-5

More First Flight
Units 6-9 review

Kensuke’s Kingdom –
Michael Morpurgo

Kensuke’s Kingdom –
Michael Morpurgo

SEN Press – Work
Experience 1-3

SEN Press – Work
Experience 4-6

Film: A Muppet Christmas
Carol
First Flight Set 1 –
Units 1-4

First Flight Set 1 –
Units 5-9

First Flight Set 2 –
Units 7-13

F

Peter Pan – JM Barrie
Peter Pan – JM Barrie
Film: Peter Pan
SEN Press – Everyday
Things 1-6

G

First Flight Set 2 –
Units 1-6

Charlie and the Chocolate Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory – Roald Dahl
Factory – Roald Dahl

SEN Press – Simple Meals SEN Press – Relationships SEN Press – Scary Things 11-6
1-6
6

The Wonderful Wizard of The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz – L. Frank Baum
Oz – L. Frank Baum

Film: The Wizard of Oz

Refugee Boy – Benjamin
Zephariah

Refugee Boy – Benjamin WOW Non-fiction selection WOW Non-fiction selection
Zephariah

PSHE, RSE and Citizenship Curriculum Overview @ The Bridge School
The Bridge School PSHE programme links with and encompasses the RSE requirements and is based on the published PSHE Association
frameworks. The content is re-shaped as new guidance or statutory requirements emerge. We believe that our pupils are entitled to be
presented with as much of the statutory knowledge as is practically possible, within the realms of reasonableness, what they may or may not
enjoy or derive benefit.
However, teachers will determine on a personalised basis which elements of this topic map overview can be sensibly and usefully taught and
how that can be implemented. We know that some of these topics will be challenging for our pupils to understand but the plan is here to advise
teachers what the statutory guidance requires and what they should aim for, if possible, before interpreting and subject matter to suit the pupils’
needs.
Clearly, in a school such as ours, PHSE, RSE and Citizenship learning is not limited to the sequenced subject topics in the overview. The skills and
information aim of many of these topics are embedded into the majority of lessons, irrespective of topic. In addition, personal care and
independence skills programme is of vital importance to our pupils and must be viewed alongside this overview.
Intention: Our intention is that all pupils will be able to experience and enjoy, at a level appropriate for them, the key elements from the National
Curriculum (the ‘what’ of our Curriculum) and that this drives their personal development. Knowledge retention in respect of ‘facts’ about the
‘what’ is not the most significant part of our Intention. Each subject’s Curriculum Overview illustrates the sequencing of the ‘what’
Implementation: The delivery of the ‘what’ is then personalised by the class teacher to meet the needs of pupils. In this way, any part of the
‘what’ sequence may be delivered or implemented using different approaches year on year. We need to consider the: Pace of learning;
Practical Environment; Degree of Independence and means of Communication. We look to identify the educational experiences and learning
that can be provided to fulfil the Intention to specific groups and individuals. There are three approaches to personalised approach:
Engagement, Semi-formal or Challenge, detailed on the chart below.
Impact: This is then measured against practical skills hierarchies and all curriculum study contributes to the assessment of each child’s progress
towards EHCP outcomes, Communications and Social and Personal Development as well as some specific measures such as Road Safety. All
pupils, irrespective of ability, are assessed against The Engagement Lenses, via our bespoke and simple TBS framework.

Learner Profiles

TBS Engagement

TBS Semi-Formal

TBS Challenge

Pre-intentional Communication - reactive idiosyncratic:
develop awareness in known situations; reactive and
responsive

Emerging: intentional communication; contextual
awareness; social awareness; learnt routines; shared
attention; problem solving; recalling and using skills
learnt

Socially aware.

+

Some level of independence; retention of learnt
skills evident; able to evaluate; enhanced
comprehension; simple but reliable reciprocal
communication

Pre-Motor intentional: needs time and space and pace
to process stimulus; busy environments may reduce
ability to respond

Accessing complex language (listening and
understanding); signs of social awareness; intentional
and purposeful communication; aware of different
contexts and environments

+High level of independence; reciprocal
communication; fluent and confident
communication; understanding of abstract
concepts

Multi-sensory experiences; Experiential learning;

Multi-sensory learning experiences with an emphasis
on cause and effect; Experiential and active
exploration learning;
Visual supports with objects, symbols, and pictures;
Alternative augmentative communications; Sentence
construction such as colourful semantics (oral or
visual); Collaboration and turn-taking
Positive behaviour support for learning; Establishment
of routines

Visual supports: written, symbolic; Independent
working; Purposeful peer to peer interactions and
collaborations; Problem solving; Self-regulation
Strategies; Subject specific learning

Pre-volition - sense of self: may respond to pain, heat,
hunger, stress, epilepsy.

Visual supports with objects;

Implementation:
Approaches to Learning

Positive behaviour support; Allow time for processing;
Postural and physical development

+
Applying skills and knowledge previously learnt to
new contexts; Self-assessment of work and
progress

The programme incorporates:
•

Self-Awareness

•

Self-care, Support and Safety

•

Managing Feelings

•

Changing and Growing

•

Healthy Lifestyles

•

The World I live in

And is fully aligned with the Statutory Guidance for Relationships Education, Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) and Health Educationfromthe
Department for Education (DfE). Please see our PSHE Policy for more information.
LONG-TERM OVERVIEW — UP TO B (YEAR 6) WE FOLLOW A THEMATIC MODEL, FROM C (YEAR 6/7) WEFOLLOW A COMPETENCIES BASED MODEL.

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Making Relationships
Managing Feelings and Behaviour
Self-confidence and Self-awareness
The principal focus of promoting Personal, Social and Emotional Development in the Early Years Foundation Stage at The Bridge School is to support the children to
develop their self-confidence and self-awareness, build positive relationships and begin to manage their feelings and behaviour, throughout the school day. This is
embedded through blended learning across all subjects and incorporating a combination of routine activities, structured lessons and child led learning experiences.

Dressing
Appropriately

Promoting safety Expressing likes Working
with cooking
and dislikes
collaboratively
utensils
Trying new things

All about me –
Me and My
Me and My body community

Building relationships with adults and peers

Engaging in activities with adults and peers

Sharing and taking turns

Establishing new routines and boundaries

Following routines and boundaries

Embedding understanding of routines and boundaries

Encouraging independence

Developing independence

Recognising and expressing feelings

RECEPTION

All about me –
Me and My
Me and My body community

Dressing
Appropriately

Helping others

Autumn: Relationships
Families and
friendships

Safe
relationships

Respecting
ourselves and
others

Spring: Living in the wider world
Belonging to a
community

Media literacy
and digital
resilience

Summer: Health & Wellbeing

Money and work Physical health
and Mental
wellbeing

Growing and
changing

Keeping safe

Year 1
Year 2

Roles of different Recognising
people; families; privacy; staying
feeling cared for safe; seeking
permission

How behaviour What rules are;
affects others;
caring for others’
being polite and
needs; looking
respectful
after the
environment

Making friends; Managing
Recognising
Belonging to a
feeling lonely and secrets; resisting things in common group; roles and
getting help
pressure and
and differences; responsibilities;
getting help;
playing and
being the same
recognising
working
and different in
hurtful behaviour cooperatively;
the community
sharing

Using the internet Strengths and
and digital
interests; jobs in
devices;
the community
communicating
online

Keeping healthy;
food and
exercise, hygiene
routines; sun
safety

The internet in
everyday life;
online content
and information

Why sleep is
Growing older;
important;
naming body
medicines and
parts; moving
keeping healthy; class or year
keeping teeth
healthy;
managing feelings
and asking for
help

opinions

Year 3

What makes a
family; features
of family life

Personal
Recognising
boundaries;
respectful
safely responding behaviour; the
to others; the
importance of
self-respect;
impact of hurtful
courtesy and
behaviour
being polite

The value of rules How the internet
and laws; rights, is used; assessing
freedoms and
information
responsibilities online

What money is;
needs and wants;
looking after
money

Different jobs and Health choices
skills; job
and habits; what
stereotypes;
affects feelings;
setting personal expressing
goals
feelings

Recognising what
makes them
unique and
special; feelings;
managing when
things go wrong

Personal
strengths and
achievements;
managing and reframing setbacks

How rules and
age restrictions
help us; keeping
safe online

Safety in different
environments;
risk and safety at
home;
emergencies

Risks and
hazards; safety in
the local
environment and
unfamiliar places

Year 4

Positive
Responding to
friendships,
hurtful
including online behaviour;
managing
confidentiality;
recognising

Respecting
differences and
similarities;
discussing
difference
sensitively

What makes a
community;
shared
responsibilities

How data is
Making decisions Maintaining a
Physical and
shared and used about money;
balanced lifestyle; emotional
using and keeping oral
changes in
money safe
puberty; external
hygiene and
genitalia;
dental care
personal hygiene
routines; support
with puberty

Managing friend- Physical contact Responding
ships and peer
and feeling safe respect- fully to a
influence
wide range of
people;
recognising
prejudice and
discrimination

Protecting the
environment;
compassion
towards others

How information Identifying job
online is targeted; interests and
different media aspirations; what
types, their role influences career
and impact
choices;

Attraction to
others; romantic
relation- ships;
civil partner- ship
and marriage

Valuing diversity; Evaluating media
challenging
sources; sharing
discrimination
things online
and stereotypes

B

A

risks online

Recognising and Expressing
managing
opinions and
pressure; consent respecting other
in different
points of view,
situations
including
discussing topical
issues

Medicines and
household
products; drugs
common to
everyday life

Healthy sleep
Personal identity; Keeping safe in
habits; sun safety; recognising
different
medicines,
individuality and situations,
vaccinations,
different
including
immunisations qualities; mental responding in
and allergies
wellbeing
emergencies, first
workplace stereoaid and FGM
types

Influences and
What affects
Human
attitudes to
mental health
reproduction and
money; money and ways
birth; increasing
and financial risks
independence;
to take care of it;
managing
managing change,
transition
loss and
bereavement;
managing time
online

Keeping personal
information safe;
regulations and
choices; drug use
and the law; drug
use and the
media

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Independence

Autonomy

Independence

and Aspirations

and Advocacy

Choices and
Influences

Developing goal setting, Developing empathy,
organisation skills and self- compassion and
awareness:
communication:

C

•
•

Personal identity

Making and

and values

maintaining

Learning skills and

friendships

teamwork
•

•

•

Respect in school

Identifying and
challenging
bullying

•

Communicating

Developing agency,
strategies to manage
influence and decision
making:
•

Developing selfconfidence and selfworth:
•

•

Diet and exercise

•

Hygiene and

managing change
•

Body satisfaction
and self-

•

dental health
•

Puberty and

concept

Sleep

D

•
•

Managing online

Developing respect for
beliefs, values and
opinions and advocacy
skills:

Developing assertive
Developing agency and
communication, risk
decision-making skills:
management and support• Drugs, alcohol and
seeking skills:
•

Developing agency and
strategies to manage
influence and access
support:

community
•

•

Drugs and alcohol

presence

prejudice and

•

Introduction to

•

Digital and media

discrimination

contraception

•

•

Promoting

•

diversity and
equality

tobacco
•

Safety and first aid

Relationship
boundaries

•

Unwanted contact

•

FGM and forced

Developing goal setting,
motivation and selfawareness:

•

literacy

Rights in the

marriage

Stereotypes,

•

Choices and
Influences

and Advocacy

online
Developing risk
management skills,
analytical skills and
strategies to identify bias:

Summer 2

Autonomy

and Aspirations

Regulating
emotions

Summer 1

Resisting peer
influence

•

Online choices and
influences

Developing
Developing agency and
communication and
strategies to manage
negotiation skills, clarifying influence and access
values and strategies to
support:
Aspirations for the manage influence:
• Maintaining
future
• Healthy
positive mental
Career choices
relationships
• health
Identity and the
• Boundaries and
• Importance of
world of work
consent
physical activity
• LGBT+ inclusivity
•

‘Sexting’

•

Managing conflict

Developing goal setting,
analytical skills and
decision making:
•

E

•

Developing selfconfidence, risk
management and
strategies to manage
Sources of careers influence:
advice
• Friendship
Employability
challenges
•

Gangs and violent
crime

•

Drugs and alcohol

•

Assertive

Developing empathy,
Developing analytical skills Developing assertive
Developing decision
compassion and strategies and strategies to identify communication, clarifying making, risk management
to access support:
bias and manage influence: values and strategies to
and support-seeking skills:
manage influence:
• Mental health
• Financial decisions
• Sexually
• Healthy/unhealthy
• Saving and
(including selftransmitted
relationships
harm and eating
borrowing
infections (STIs)
disorders)
•

•

Managing

Developing empathy and
compassion, strategies to
manage influence and
assertive communication:
•

F

transition to key
•

stage 4 including

Relationship
expectations

•

learning skills

lifesaving

Personal safety

pornography

•

Online

•

mental health

responding to

concerns

abuse and

•

Identifying and

•

Consent

•

•

Relationships and

Contraception

•

sex in themedia

Cancer awareness

•

First aid

and debt

Developing agency and
Developing goal setting,
decision making, strategies leadership and
to manage influence and presentation skills:
access support:
• Skills for
• First aid and
employment
•

Managing

choices

•

Healthy coping

Impact of

•

Gambling, financial

strategies

communication
Developing selfawareness, goal- setting,
adaptability and
organisation skills:

Change, loss and
bereavement

•

•

relationships

•
•

Developing respect for
Developing motivation,
diversity, risk management organisation, leadership
and support- seeking skills: and presentation skills:
•

Nature of
committed

Applying for

relationships

employment

•

Forced marriage

Online presence

•

Diversity and

and reputation

discrimination
•

Extremism

G

harassment
Developing resilience and Developing
Developing confidence,
risk management skills:
communication and
agency and supportnegotiation skills, risk
seeking skills:
• Money
management and support• Making safe and
seeking skills:
management
healthy lifestyle
• Fraud and

•

Developing empathy and Developing confidence,
compassion, clarifying
self- worth, adaptability
values and supportand decision-making skills:
seeking skills:
• Recognising and
• Families and
celebrating

Preparation for,
and reflection

•

on, work
experience

•

cybercrime

•

Relationship values

Preparing for adult

•

Maintaining sexual

life
•

•

Health promotion

health

and self-

Sexual health

examination

services
•

choices

Managing
relationship
challenges and
endings

•

parenting
•

•

•

Pregnancy and
miscarriage

•

Managing grief
and loss

Transition and new
opportunities

abortion

Blood, organ, stem
cell donation

Fertility, adoption,

successes

•

Aligning actions
with goals

Numeracy Overview @ The Bridge
Intent & Overview
Mastering basic numeracy is a fundamental skill. In the context of SLD, it can also provide a useful platform from which to explore the world
and skills for living. The intention of this scheme is to equip teachers with an overarching map to guide more detailed planning which is
personalised to pupils individual skill levels and next steps in learning. Given the amount of repetition that children with learning difficulties
require in order to become competent with new concepts, this scheme provides core skills to be taught discretely. Teachers may also use
topic themes from other subjects to enliven learning and provide interest and application. It is important to achieve fluency and breadth of
experience of a skill before moving on to reasoning and problem solving.

This overview provides a map for the hierarchy of numeracy skills (a target) but we need to be mindful that children with complex needs
may not be able to make the journey at the pace directed by this map.
Use a range of techniques, apparatus, and materials to learn about number, sequencing and application including number lines and number
squares
To acquire and build on the understanding of object permanence, cause and effect, manipulation of objects and sensory responses
To internalise the concept of numbers “the oneness of one”
Move from single digit to two digit and larger (and smaller fractions and decimals) written representations of number (e.g. 3, 13, 0.3, 1/3)
Be able to count on and backwards from 0; understanding that numbers increase and decrease
For a few higher achieving pupils to understand that it is possible to move into negative numbers from 0
To develop skills of simple calculation
To recognise and make use of pattern to underpin problem solving
Useful websites & Software
www.whiterosemaths.com
www.thenational.academy
www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/kids-activities/fun-maths-games-and-activities/
www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/counting
www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/topics/numeracy
www.bbc.com/bitesize
www.funbrain.com/math-zone

www.learninggamesforkids.com/
www.coolmath4kids.com/
Maths Whizz
Tiggly Maths
2 Simple Maths ~Games
nrich.maths.org/

Half term blocks are guidance only: pupils should have individual teaching which matches their pace and ability of learning. In Years R to 4,
children are most usually grouped by age while from Year 5 onwards, class groups are organised to include a variety of factors including
learning style, cognitive abilities and environmental preferences.
KEY:
Black type = number Red type = measure Blue type = geometry Orange = statistics Purple = amalgamated

Years
R

Shape, Size
and
Measure

R
Number

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Size - Big and Small
Noticing and
recognising the
difference between big
and small items
Sorting big and small
items
Identifying bigger and
smaller
objects from a choice
of 2
Identifying the biggest
and smallest from a
choice of 3 or more
Ordering 3-5 objects
from small to big, and
big to small
Noticing patterns with
big and small objects
and or pictures
Repeating and
continuing patterns
using big and small
objects

2D shape –
Exploring, identifying,
and matching 2D
shapes (square, circle,
rectangle and triangle)
Labelling 2D shapes
Finding a named 2D
shape from a larger
group
Exploring the
properties of 2D
shapes (corners and
sides / edges)
Counting corners and
sides of shapes
Comparing 2D shapes

2D shape –
Exploring, identifying,
and matching 2D
shapes (oval, diamond,
star, heart)
Labelling 2D shapes
Finding a named 2D
shape from a larger
group
Exploring the
properties of 2D
shapes (corners and
sides / edges)
Counting corners and
sides of shapes
Comparing 2D shapes

Size - Tall and Short
Long and Short
Building tall/ long and
short structures
Comparing and
identifying tall/ long
and short objects
Sorting tall/ long and
short objects
Identifying taller/
longer and shorter
objects from a choice
of 2
Identifying the tallest/
longest and shortest
object from a choice of
3 or more
Ordering 3-5 objects
from short/ long to
tall, and tall to short/
long
Measuring heights
using non-standard
measures e.g. hands /
cubes

Capacity –
Comparing Full and
Empty, More and Less
Exploring the concepts
of full/empty and
more/less.
Filling containers full/
emptying containers
with a range of solid
objects. Comparing
different solids.
Comparing different
containers.
Filling containers full/
emptying containers
with a range of liquids.
Comparing different
liquids. Comparing
different containers.
Categorising full and
empty

Heavy and Light Comparing Heavy and
Light, More and Less.
Exploring heavy and
light objects
Filling bags – which
bag is heavier
Filling containers –
which container is
heavier
Placing objects on
balancing scales
Exploring heavy/light.
Practical see-saw
maths investigations.
Categorising heavy and
light objects/
containers

Number – 1-5
Exploring numbers 1-5
Ordering numbers
Experience and
exploring number
shapes
Counting a given
number of objects
Recognising how many
objects are in a group

Number – 1-5 through
Numicon
Exploring numbers and
Numicon shapes 1-5
Ordering Numicon
shapes
Counting holes in
Numicon
Counting and placing
items into the holes of
Numicon

Number –
Representing numbers
1-5
Number recognition 1,
2, 3, 4, 5
Realising anything can
be counted
Experience and
exploring groups of
objects
Counting a given
number of objects

Number –
Categorising objects
Identifying and sorting
objects that are the
same colour, number
or category
Matching numbers
Matching colours
Grouping objects that
are the same

Number –
Representing numbers
6-10
Number recognition 6,
7, 8, 9, 10
Ordering numbers
Realising anything can
be counted
Experience and
exploring groups of
objects

Number – 6-10
through Numicon
Exploring numbers and
Numicon shapes 1-5
Ordering Numicon
shapes
Counting holes in
Numicon
Counting and placing
items into the holes of
Numicon

1

Matching Number to
Numicon tiles
Matching a given
number of objects to
Numicon tiles

Recognising how many
objects are in a group
Matching numbers to
quantity

Number through
guidedplay, song and
rhyme and story

Continuation of
number through
guided play and:

Focus: baseline
assessments; what
numerical skills is the
child beginning school/
returning to school
with? Do they
understand object
permanence?
Understand “all gone”
/
0 / nothing Have some
rotecounting skills?
Have more advanced
number skills based on
prior learning?

Numbers 0 to 3

Continuation of
numberthrough
guided play, previous
items and:
Numbers 0 to 3
Similarities /
differences
/ grouping (making
setsof the same items)

Play activities to
include:
patterned games, songs,
rhymes, actions, sensory
input / sequenced
activities / doing things in
a certain order e.g. ring
stacking / turn taking /
building a tower to knock
it down / navigating
through (soft) play
equipment / sorting or
comparing by type /
counting actions /

(Objects / pictures /
numerals)
Mark making Matching
and sorting
All gone / no more /
none left / 0

Fine motor and making
circle and line shapes
Numerals / names /
ordering / recognition

Counting a given
number of objects
Recognising how many
objects are in a group
Matching numbers to
quantity

Matching Number to
Numicon tiles
Matching a given
number of objects to
Numicon tiles

Continuation of
numberthrough
guided play, previous
items and

Continuation of
numberthrough guided
play, previous items
and

Continuation of
number through
guided play, previous
items and

Numbers 0 to 5
Writing numerals
Mathematical
language;some / few /
many

Numbers 0 to 5
Rhythm and pattern
Organising and sharing
Sequencing and
ordering

Numbers 0 to 5

More / less

Counting forward and
backwards, andfrom
any given number
between 0
and 5

numberrhymes /
collecting and counting
objects / representing
and
comparing / comparative
language / matching,
ordering and using
numerals / quantity in
play / needing more filling things up / hide
andfind / making
numbers and quantities /
mark making / small
world play / story

2

Making comparisons
and exploring pattern
isthe basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
and exploring patternis
the basis of all other
strands.

See whiterosemaths
forexamples of play
based planning

See whiterosemaths
forexamples of play
based planning

See whiterosemaths
forexamples of play
based planning

Include
Circles and triangles
Positional language

Include
Circles and triangles
Positional language

Include shapes with 4
sides
Time: night and day /
dark and light

Continuation of
numberthrough
guided play, previous
items and

Continuation of
numberthrough
guided play, previous
items and

Continuation of
numberthrough
guided play, previous
items and

Continuation of
numberthrough
guided play, previous
items and

Continuation of
numberthrough guided
play, previous items
and

Continuation of
number through
guided play, previous
items and

Focus: baseline
assessments; what
numerical skills is the
child beginning school/
returning to school
with? Check recall of
understanding from
previous term/ any
additional home-based
learning during
summerbreak/ any

Numbers 0 to 10

Numbers 0 to 10

Numbers 0 to 10

Numbers 0 to 10

Numbers 0 to 10

Mathematical
language:some / few /
many / more / less /
biggest / smallest

Ordinal numbers (first
/second / third etc)

Similarities / difference
and comparison: more
/less / fewer

calculating by adding /
subtracting (+ / - / =)
one more or one less

calculating by adding /
subtracting (+ / - / =)

Same / same as / equal
to

End of key stage
assessments.

pupils joining mid Key
stage prior learning.
Introduce Numbers 0
to 10
Making comparisons
and exploring pattern
isthe basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Making comparisons
andexploring pattern is
the basis of all other
strands.

Include shapes with 4
sides

Include Sequencing
dailyevents and tasks

Include first / now /
next

Include first / now /
next

Revisit positional
language and 2 D
shapes

Number through
guided play

As previous sections
and as appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
and as appropriate

As previous sections
and

As previous sections
and

Baseline assessments;
what numerical skills is
the child beginning
school/ returning to
school with?

Number 0 to 15

Numbers 0 to 15

Numbers 0 to 15

Numbers 0 to 20

Numbers 0 to 20

Mathematical
language:
some / few / many /
more / less / biggest /
smallest

Ordinal numbers (first
/second / third etc)

Similarities / difference
and comparison: more
/ less / fewer
Same / same as / equal
to

calculating by adding /
subtracting (+ / - / =) one
more or one less

calculating by adding /
subtracting (+ / - / =)
one more or one less

Time: light and day /
dark and night

3

Activities could
include:
cup stacking / socks before
shoes / sequence stories /
make predictions / climbing
play equipment / sorting or
comparing by property /
counting objects in the
environment / number songs /
using objects with multiple
parts / matching, ordering and
usingnumerals / quantity in
stories and games / needing
more – copying a model /
representations of quantity /
investigations / Numicon /
Cuisenaire / manipulatives /
problem solving

Consolidation
End of KS assessments

Also see whiterose
maths for possible
activities and
resources
Revise numbers to 10
Revise calculating by

adding / subtracting (+ / / =)

Throughout plan for
each pupils starting
point and rate of
progress: pupils may
be taught outside this
scheme of work:
eitherprevious stages
or more advanced.

4

Length and height
Language: longest /
shortest etc

Length and height
Non-standard units
Standard units

Length and height
Standard units

Weight language:
heavy / light /heaviest
/ lightest etc

Shape

Shape

Circles and lines:
vertical and horizontal

Circles and lines:
verticaland horizontal

Position
In a line / in a group /
in
the middle / to the
side

As previous sections
and

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
and as appropriate

Review numbers 0 to
20: place order:
counting back and
forward, add 1 and
minus 1, Mathematical
language: some / few /
many / more / less /
biggest / smallest

Introduce odds and
evens

Odds and evens

Number bonds

Number bonds

Consolidation

Position
In a line / in a group /
inthe middle / to the
side

Weight: non-standard
units
Direction
Forwards backwards
Turn around

Weight: standardunits
Direction
Forwards backwards
Turn around

Money Exchange and
function: role play

Money: coins and
notes;sorting matching
and grouping

Time:
Language; quick / slow
etc

Time:
Sequencing a day/now
and next

Temperature:
language; hot cold
hottest coldest etc

Position

Position

Direction

Direction

Making patterns with
Shape

In a line / in a group /
inthe middle / to the
side

Top / bottom / above /
below

Left / right

Left / right

As previous sections
and revise numbers to
20, odds and evens,
number bonds

Introducing 100
number square

Introducing simple
multiplication

Introducing simple
division

Counting in multiple of
10 to 100

Single digits

Single digits

Exploring
multiplication
and division as linked
operations

Recognising and
identifying all 4
operations

Capacity/volume
Language; full/empty
etc
Through water and
sandplay etc

Length and height

Length and height
Position

Matching and sorting
similar 2D shapes
Making pattern with
shapes

Top / bottom / above /
below

Time
Today / tomorrow /
yesterday / morning /
afternoon / evening

Temperature

Shape

Time
Review sequencing a
day / now and next

Start of year revise all
4 calculations

As previous sections
andas appropriate

Using 100 number
square
Counting in multiple of
10 to 100

Shape
Making patterns with
shape

A
5

Shape

6

Shape

Position

Direction

Top / bottom / above /
below

Left / right

As previous sections
and as appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
and all 4 calculations

Using 100 number
square
Counting in multiple of
10s, 5s and 2s

Using 100 number
square
Counting in multiple of
10s, 5s and 2s

All 4 calculations

Weight

Weight

Money

Shape

Shape

Position and direction

Naming 2D shapes

Naming 2 D shapes

Left / right

Time
Recognise a clock as
something which
measures time:
analogue and digital:
finding clocks in the

Matching / sorting
similar 2D shapes

B

Money: coins and
notes;sorting matching
and
grouping

Direction
Left / right

As previous sections
Consolidation
End of key stage
assessments

Time
Language of time
telling e.g. “what’s the
time Mr Wolf… 1
o’clock, 2o’clock etc”
Time in story

Temperature
Position anddirection

environment / types of
clocks

Telling o’clock times on
analogue clocks

Position and direction

Position and direction

Top / bottom / above /
below / in the middle

Problem solving with
position and
movement

Problem solving with
position and
movement

EXTENSION

Throughout the teaching of numeracy and especially during year 6 these extension opportunities can be included to challenge learning further:
• WHAT IF… I changed the pattern?
• WHAT IF… I group items in a different way?
• WHAT IF… I count in different steps or in a different direction?
• WHAT IF… I use the same numbers to make a different calculation
• WHAT IF… I represented the problem differently

C

Baseline assessments;
what numerical skills is
the child beginning
school / returning to
school with?

7

Activities couldinclude:
construction / small
world play / cookie
cutters / pie tins /
following directions –
movement and
placement / sorting or
comparing by a range of
criterion (including
conceptual) / counting
collections of items /
number games / oneone matching (e.g. item
to each person) /
matching, ordering and
using numerals / quantity
in the environment /
needing more - giving
things out

As previous sections
and as appropriate

As previous sections
and as appropriate

As previous sections
and as appropriate

As previous sections
and as appropriate

As previous sections
and as appropriate

Introducing addition of
double digits

Introducing
subtractionusing
double digits

Using addition and
subtraction to solve
problems

Using addition and
subtraction to solve
problems

Introducing
multiplication and
division (multiplying
anddividing double
digits bya single digit
only)

/ investigations /
Numicon / Cuisenaire /
manipulatives / problem
solving

See also
whiterosemaths for
activity ideas and
resources
Throughout plan for
each pupils starting
point and rate of
progress: pupils may
be taughtoutside this
scheme of work:
either previous stages
or more advanced.
Money

Money

Time

Time

Capacity / volume

Temperature

Shape
Review 2D shapes

Shape
Matching and sorting
similar shaped 3D
objects

Position and direction
Review language from
previous KS

Position and direction
Making a turn: half /
quarter / full

Position and direction
Making a turn: half /
quarter / full

Pictograms linked to
other topic work

Pictograms linked to
other topic work

Shape
Finding and
recognisingcubes and
spheres

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

Introduce doubling
andhalving

Odds and evens

Length and height

Length and height

Weight

Time

Capacity / volume

Temperature

Shape

Shape

Position and direction

Position and direction

Shape

Shape

Tally charts linked to
other topic work

D

Start of year revise
8

100 number square,
counting in multiples
and basic calculations.

Tally charts linked to
other topic work

Simple fractions:
halves / quarters /
thirds

Bar charts linked to
other topic work
As previous sections
andas appropriate
Rounding up and down

Tables linked to other
topic work
As previous sections
andas appropriate
Ordinal numbers

Finding / sorting and
matching 3D shapes

Finding / sorting
matching and naming
3D shapes

Making a turn:
clockwise /
anticlockwise

Making a turn:
clockwise /
anticlockwise

Pictograms linked to
other topic work

Pictograms linked to
other topic work

Pie charts linked to
other topic work

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

Estimation: value /
quantity / volume

Money
Shape Reflection and
symmetry

Tally charts linked to
other topic work

E

Start of year revise
9

Basic calculations (4
operations) and simple
fractions.
Odds and evens
Doubling and halving

Tally charts

F/G
10 / 11

Maths
continuum as
above and
functional
maths for
independence
and living skills

Describing shapes
usingwords such as
straight / side / angle /
curve

Describing shapes
usingwords such as
straight / side / angle /
curve

Bar charts linked to
other topic work

Tables linked to other
topic work

As previous sections
andas appropriate

As previous sections
andas appropriate

Consolidation

Estimation: value /
quantity / volume

Using number skills to
solve problems

Using number skills to
solve problems

Length and height

Time

Weight

Capacity/volume

Shape Symmetry

Position and direction

Position and direction

Pictograms

Review positional
language and forwards
/backwards / making a
turn

Review positional
language and forwards
/backwards / making a
turn

Shape
Comparing angles

Pie charts

Bar charts

Line graphs

And end of KS
assessments

Temperature
Shape
Right angles
Tables

Planning Time

Enterprise

Journeys

Recycling

Snacks and Drinks

Clothing

TIME AND
ANTICIPATING EVENTS

MONEY

ESTIMATION AND
USING
INFORMATION

GROUPS AND SORTING

MONEY

MEASURE

Sorting relating to
everyday life: e.g.
washing, shopping

Shopping

Sizes, heights,
sorting sizes of
clothes

Analogy, digital clocks,
schedules, routines
Clocks, Watches and
Time
TIME AND CALENDARS

Selling items, using
coins, earning money
to spend

Planning and payingfor
journeys

Enterprise – External

Travel

Market research

Using Recipes

Maps

MONEY

BUDGETTING

DATA HANDLING

WEIGHT ANDCAPACITY

DISTANCE AND
DIRECTION

Money is
expected to be
taught across
the year
Number is
expected to be
taught across
the year
according to
the
continuum.

Telling the time,
recognising days,
months, seasons

Running an external
enterprise event

Pre-Entry Level Award in maths
Award Schemes

Days out, holidays,
tickets

Surveys (Survey
monkey), offering a
service, fundraising

Cooking and mocktails

Planning a route,
orienteering

Science Overview @ The Bridge
Years
R

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

All About Me
Bodies and senses
Identifying body parts
Me and my new school
community

Exploring senses
Textures, tastes, smells
and sounds
Me and My Family

Weather and Seasons
To encounter and
explore Hot / Cold, Wet
/ Dry
Clothing for different
weathers

Cooking and
Gardening.
Encounter and explore
plant growth, fruit and
vegetables that grow in
the garden.
Recognise and identify
parts of plants.
Using cooking utensils
to prepare fruit and
vegetables – chop,
peel, grate
Cooking with what we
grow – fruit and veg

Farm and Zoo Animals
Animals in Habitats
Exploring, recognising,
and identifying farm
and zoo animals, and
habitats.
Noticing patterns spots and stripes

Minibeasts and Under
the Sea, sea creatures
Exploring, recognising,
and identifying sea
creatures and habitats.
Examining insects and
their habitats.
Identifying detailed
features

Cause and effect
Mechanical toys and
push button switches

People Who Help Us
Cause and effect
Mechanical toys and
push button switches

Light and dark
Movement and sound

Using iPads for taking
photographs. Signs of
summer, flowers, trees,
minibeasts, butterflies.
etc

Light and dark
Movement and sound
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On the Building Site

On the Building Site

On the Farm

On safari

Materials and their
properties Homes
around the world:
made of / built how
What materials are
good to build with?

Machines and forces

Animals and habitatsIdentify and compare
farm animals and their
offspring. Basic needs
of animals

Animals and habitatsIdentify and compare
zoo animals and their
offspring. Basic needs
of animals

Food technology
Pouring: ingredients
into and between
bowls

Food technology

Food technology

Food technology

Crushing: Mashing/
squashing ingredients

Mixing: Stirring/ mixing
dry ingredients

Sprinkling ingredients

Sensory exploration of
ingredients

How does my garden
grow
Plants – Flowers, trees
and leaves

Food technology
Spoon skills: Using a
spoon to transfer
ingredients

The Enormous Turnip
Plants -fruit and
vegetables

Food technology
Hygiene: Washing fruit
and vegetables, peeling
by hand
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Heads, shoulders,
knees and toes

Heads, shoulders,
knees and toes

It’s raining, it’s
pouring

It’s raining, it’s
pouring

There’s a worm at the
bottom of my garden…

Milk bottle tops and
paper bags

Humans: Parts of the
body
Healthy Living: exercise

Humans: Senses
Healthy Living: healthy
foods

Weather, seasons,
climates

Materials and their
properties: wet and
dry/ changes to
properties of materials

Insects and habitats Identify and compare
insects and their
offspring and where
they live

Environment and litter
Hygiene
Recycling

Food technology

Food technology

Food technology

Food technology

Food technology

Food technology

Shaping: Roll and shape Cutting: Press cutters
dough withhands
into dough

Measuring: Use cups
and spoons to measure
ingredients.

Mixing: Pouring and
mixing wet and dry
ingredients

Spreading: soft
ingredients

Hygiene: washing
hands and wearing
aprons/ clean item of
clothing

Rocks, crystals, soil and
fossils

States of matter

Plants

Plants

Humans

Animals

Solid/ liquid /gas–
changing properties of
materials,
investigations

Classification of
plants, Investigation
linked to plant growth

Requirements for
growth, Investigation
linked to plant growth

The human body
structure and organs
including circulatory
system, digestive
system, teeth

The animal body
structure and organs
including circulatory
system, digestive
system, teeth

Food technology
Cutting: soft
ingredients with strong
plastic knives
Thread: soft food onto
cocktail sticks

Food technology
Measuring: Use
measuring spoons to
measure ingredients

Food technology
Mixing: Whisk to
combine ingredients
using a fork

Food technology
Sifting: Use a sieve

Food technology
Storage: Recognise
items which need to be
kept in the fridge

Electricity
Circuits, things which
use electricity, operate
electrical objects,
investigations

Light and shadowsLight
and dark
Day and night Shadows
Sun and moon

Sound
vibration, pitch and
volume

Animals and their
habitats
Desert and Rainforest
Habitats, classification
of habitat and who
lives there

Animals and their
habitats
Polar and Aquatic
Habitats, classification
of habitat and who
lives there

Properties of materials,
investigations,
classification, filtration,
separation,
displacement,
absorption
Food technology
Shaping: Using a rolling
pin
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Forces: Magnets
Properties of materials,
investigations,
classification

A

Food technology
Storage: Recognise
how dry foods should
be stored: close
containers / reseal
packets / use food
bags.

Food technology Using
electrical items to
prepare food –
compare with doing it
by hand

Food technology
Measuring: Use
measuring jugs with
support to obtain
accuracy

Food technology
Mixing: Whisk to
combine ingredients
using a hand whisk

Food technology
Snipping: ingredients
with scissors

Food technology
Hygiene: Prepare and
clear the working area
before and after
cooking

Healthy Living
Diet and nutrition

Healthy Living Exercise,
circulationand drugs

Materials and their
properties
Compare, sort, group,
explain their uses

Materials and their
properties
Dissolve, mix, change
state
Reversible /
Irreversible changes

The environment
Changes to the
environment over time
and as a result of
humans

The environment Living
things and their
habitats -classification
Adaptation of animals
to environmental
changes

Food technology
Peeling: Using a swivel
peeler with support
Juicing

Food technology
Cutting and chopping
soft ingredients with
table knives with
support

Food technology
Measuring: Use digital
scales with support to
obtain accuracy

Food technology
Mixing: Combine
ingredients through
folding technique

Food technology
Hygiene: wash up
plates, cups and
spoons after cooking
with support

Food technology
Storage: Recognise
how dry foods should
be stored: close
containers/ reseal
packets/ use food bags

Forces
Investigation intoforces
Mechanisms, levers,
pulleys, gears

Forces
Investigation into
forces:
Air resistance, water
resistance, friction

Lifecycles
Growing up and
Growing old Human
lifecycle,reproduction,
inheritance

Lifecycles
Animal lifecycles
(mammal, bird,
amphibian, insect)
reproduction, food
chains adaptation

Earth and Space
Sun, moon, Earth, day,
night, stars, planets
Rockets and space
travel

Light, sound and
electricity
Investigations:
insulators/ conductors.
Reflection.
Amplification/ muffling

Food technology
Grating
Cutting and chopping
harder ingredients with
table knives and
increased accuracy/
independence

Food technology
Mixing: Kneadingdough
Shaping dough by hand

Food technology
Measuring: Use
measuring jugs,
measuring spoons and
digital scales with
support to obtain
accuracy

Food technology
Mixing: Rubbing in
technique: fat to flour

Food technology
Spreading: ingredients
evenly over another
food

Food technology Using
electrical items to
prepare food –
compare with doing it
by hand. Select
appropriate utensils for
a task

Exploring - Using
Microscopes Exploring

Environment & Feeding
RelationshipsKey
features of different

Particle Model of
Solids, Liquids & Gases

Simple Chemical
Reactions / Solutions
Investigations – lifting

Forces & Their Effects
Movement – self,

The Solar System
The Sun, Moon &Earth.
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B
6

C
7

D
8

E
9

F
10

Pre-Entry
Level
Award in
Science

materials.Using
magnifying glasses.
Using microscopes &
computer microscope.
Hot & Cold.

habitats: Woods, River
& Field. Visit habitats
to explore plants,
insectsand animals.
Make food chains ofthe
habitats.
Food webs.

Solids & Liquids –
exploring & grouping.
Making Carbon Dioxide
Gas.
Reversible &
Irreversible Changes.

ice, Inflating gloves,
cleaning coins, floating
canister, making a
volcano.
Acid & Alkali
investigations.

objects & switch
operated items.
Push & Pull; weight &
speed.
Motion Investigation.
Friction – Marble run
investigation.
Gravity – Falling balls
investigation.
Floating & Sinking.

Day & Night.The
Planets.
Day, Month, Year.The
Seasons.

Food & DigestionFood
Groups Healthy Eating
Digestive System

Microbes & Disease
Bacteria, Fungi, Virus.
Useful Microbes –
foods, compost,
antibiotics.
Decay Investigation.
Making bread, yogurt,
cheese.
Yeast Investigation.

Compounds &Mixtures
Liquid Density.
Distillation.
Colour. Filtering.
Dissolving. Adding heat.

Rocks
Identifying &grouping.
Natural & Man made.
Soil.
Stones & Crystals.

Light
Light & Dark. Light
sources.Shadows.
Mirrors.Colour.

Sound
Sound sources.
Loud & quiet / Volume.
Making Sounds.
Vibrations.

Plants
Growing seeds in soil &
water.
Parts of a plant.
Growth investigation.
Edible plants.

Life Cycles – Animals &
Humans
Human Life Cycle
Myself
Animal Lifecycles
Animal Classification

Environments
Scavenger hunt.
Habitats.
Visit Woods, Seaside,
Town, Park – compare
& contrast key
features.
Desert & Arctic.
Weather.

Variation
Animal variation.
Human variation.
Animal groups &
features.
Animal adaptations.
Camouflage.

Magnetism
Explore types & use
magnets.
Attracting & Repelling.
Identifying magnetic
items.
Making magnetic
games.
Materials investigation.

Plants
Growing seeds in soil &
water.
Parts of a plant.
Growth investigation.
Edible plants.

Science In The Home:
Cooking & Cleaning
Cooking: Reversible
changes & Irreversible
changes.
Sequence changes.
Cooking Processes.
Cooking Investigation.

Science In The Home:
Cooking & Cleaning
Cleaning Processes.
Cleaning Investigation.
Materials – Recycling,
properties & uses.
Safety in the home –
cooking & cleaning.
Dangers in the Kitchen,

Science Outdoors:
Space &
Communications Light
Sources.
Day & Night. My day.
Seasons & clothing.
Seasons &
Temperature.

Science Outdoors:
Space &
Communications Moon
– a month. Sun – a
year.
The Planets / The Solar
system.

Keeping Healthy: Me &
My Body
Senses & organs. Body
Parts.
Skeleton.
Face – features. Myself
– features. Others –
similarities &
differences.

Keeping Healthy: Me&
My Body
Life Cycle – Humans &
Animals.
Adult & their young.
Growth.
Basic Human Needs;
food, water, shelter,
warmth.

(formerly
Ascentis):
Award
Schemes

G
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Pre-Entry
Level
Award in
Science
(formerly
Ascentis):

Award
Schemes

Cleaning: equipment,
products & tasks.
Sequence changes.

Science In The Home:
Electrical Goods
Materials, their
properties & their uses.
Identifying.
Carrier bag
investigation.
Identifying & grouping
materials.
Electrical items – use
appliances.
Identify items in the
home.
School survey.

Safety routines &
precautions.

Science In The Home:
Electrical Goods
Battery & mains
operated.
Light, sound & heat.
Circuits – light, buzzer&
motor.
Conductors &
Insulators.
Electrical Safety,
dangers & precautions.

Sun, Moon, Earth.
Earth – a day.

Rockets.
Communication
Devices.

ASDAN – The
Environment

ASDAN – The
Environment

ASDAN – Horticulture /
OCR
Plant & Propagate
Module 3

ASDAN – Horticulture
/ OCR
Plant & Propagate
Module 4

Science Outdoors: The
World About Us
Local environments –
around school.
Global environments –
desert, arctic,
rainforest, ocean.
Animals.
Animal features.
Animal groups. Animal
adaptations.

Science Outdoors: The
World About Us
Habitats. – visit &
explore.
Habitat Presentation –
research.
Human effects on the
earth – local & global.
Care for the
environment – litter
pick, gardening.
Ways the environment
can be damaged &
ways to prevent.

Keeping Healthy:
Health & Treatment
Healthy & Illness.
Looking afterourselves.
Oral health. Exercise;
types & effects on the
body. Diet – Healthy &
Unhealthy foods

Keeping Healthy:
Health & Treatment
Temperature & Human
Responses. Personal
Hygiene. Cigarettes,
Drugs, Alcohol.
Health care
professionals. Safety –
illness &medicines.

Transition Challenge –
Science Modules

Transition Challenge –
Science Modules

ASDAN – Knowing
About Myself

ASDAN – Knowing
About Myself

Art and Design Overview @ The Bridge
Years
R

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Art: Creating paintings /
prints / collage
representing faces
Create painting and
prints using body parts

Art: Creating paintings /
prints / collage,
exploring colours and
patterns

Art: Creating paintings /
prints / collage
representing weather
and seasons

Art: Creating paintings /
prints / collage /
models representing
plants and flowers

Music: Tempo –
Encounter, explore and
identify fast and slow
sounds; getting faster
and getting slower;
through listening,
responding, and moving
to music.

Music: Duration –
Encounter, explore and
identify long and short
sounds and a steady
beat.

Music: Pitch –
Encounter, explore and
identify high and low
sounds linked to up and
down movement.

Art: Creating paintings /
prints / collage
representing Farm and
Zoo animals. Exploring
texture and patterns

Art: Creating paintings /
prints / collage
representing Insects
and Sea creatures.
Exploring texture and
patterns

Music: Dynamics –
Encounter, explore and
identify loud and quiet
sounds, getting louder,
getting quieter; using
body and instrumental
sounds.
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Artists to
explore

Music: Musical stories
Different instruments
represent different
animals in a story or
song.

Painting
Drawing
Artists/Movements (Futurists)

Collage
3D form
Artists/Movements

Printing
Textiles
Artists/Movements

Umberto Boccioni - Dynamism of cyclist 1913

Kurt Schwitters - use of found materials

Aboriginal art – tracks

Gino Severini and A.M. Cassandre - transport
paintings

Van Gogh - paintings of different seasons

Georgia O’Keeffe - flower paintings

Rousseau - Jungle images adapt to textile

Morris Louis - paint in washes or use cloths and
shine lights through for same effect

Luigi Russolo - buildings and cityscapes
Listen &
respond

Music: Rhythm –
Encounter and explore
rhythm, copying beats
Creating own rhythms
with a given number of
beats.

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Film Club
PLUS
•
•
•

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule

Music Appreciation

2

Artists to
explore

Painting

Drawing

Artists

Collage

Artists

3D form

Fabergé - beetle jewellery

African sculpture from Benin

J.M.W Turner - Watercolour and use of watery
paints

Louise Bourgeois - Spider ‘Maman’ sculpture

Music Appreciation

•
•
•
•

3

Music Appreciation

Michael Brennand-Wood
Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Zoe Rubens - Sculptures from recycled metal
Music Appreciation

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers
Painting

Drawing

Artists

David Bomberg – Mountain scapes with rocks

Japanese prints - Mount Fuji
Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Printing

Artists

Textiles

Magdalene Odundo - vessels based on human
forms
Illustrations by Lynley Dodd for Hairy Maclary
series
Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Collage

Artists

3D form

Monet - waterlilies
Orla Kiely - floral designs
Anish Kapoor - flower like sculptures
Music Appreciation

Film Club
PLUS
•
•
•
•

Music Appreciation

Film Club

Cave paintings

Listen &
respond

Textiles

Renoir – Umbrellas

PLUS

Artists to
explore

Artists

Picasso - using faces e.g. Picasso weeping woman

Frida Kahlo - portraits
Listen &
respond

Printing

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers

Music Appreciation
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Painting

Artists to
explore

Drawing

Artists

Artists

Textiles

Collage

3D form

Artists

Chris Ofili

Dale Devereux Barker - lino prints

Ice sculptures - e.g. Auguste Escoffier

Mark Rothko

Robert Delaunay - ‘Windows’- images of reflective
light

Howard Pyle - Marooned 1909- desert image

J.M.W Turner - Rain, steam and Speed
Listen &
respond

Printing

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Paul Klee - fish

Bridget Riley - black and white images
Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Film Club
PLUS
•
•
•
•

A

Artists to
explore

Listen &
respond

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers
Painting

Artists

Drawing

Printing

Artists

Textiles

Leonardo da Vinci - the human body and anatomy

Heat transfer printing on to cloth/clothes

Chidi Okoye - paintings of dancers

Wax resist on cloth/dying cloth

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Collage

3D form

Spencer Byles and Andy Goldsworthy - natural
forms and environmental sculpture

Music Appreciation

Film Club
PLUS
•
•
•
•

Artists

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers

Music Appreciation

B

Painting

Artists to
explore

Artists

Drawing

Printing

Textiles

Artists

Music Appreciation

Kurt Schwitters - collage

Nigerian indigo resist cloth - using chemicals to
create patterns

Van Gogh - Starry Starry Night

C

Drawing

Discover Arts Award Programme
(Trinity / Arts Council)

Listen &
respond

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Printing

Textiles

Artists

Collage

3D form

Artists

Kenyan - bead art jewellery

Easter Island Sculptures

Kandinsky - Concentric circles and squares

Paul Cummins and Tom Piper - ceramic poppies

African prints

Victor Vasarely

Discover Arts Award
Music Appreciation
Film Club

Discover Arts
Award
Music Appreciation

Discover Arts Award
Music Appreciation

PLUS
•
•
•
•

Music Appreciation

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers
Painting

Artists to
explore

Music Appreciation

Giacometti - sculptures

Film Club

PLUS
•
•
•
•

Music Appreciation

3D form

Artists

Hundertwasser

Art Therapy Programme

Seurat - Pointillism - A Sunday on La Grande Jatte
Listen &
respond

Collage

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers

Discover Arts
Award
Music Appreciation

D

Painting

Artists to
explore

Listen &
respond

Drawing

Discover Arts Award Programme
(Trinity / Arts Council)

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

E

Artists to
explore

Listen &
respond

Textiles

Artists

Collage

Artists

3D form

Mark Hearld - urban, rural and animal prints

William Morris - designs using natural forms

Peruvian weaving

Matisse - plant/ leaf motifs

Ramses Wissa Wassef - landscape tapestries

Chinese brush paintings

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Film Club

PLUS
•
•
•
•

Printing

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers
Painting

Artists

Drawing

Printing

Artists

Textiles

Collage

Artists

3D form

William Nicholson - Painting ‘Mushrooms’

Indian paisley patterns

Alfie Carpenter - collages- nocturnes

Cézanne - still lives

J.M.W Turner – Watercolours

Anish Kapoor - sculptures with mirrors

Tomasz Cichowski – drawings

Richard Long - Spiral jetty

Inca - Sun God images

Decalage
Music Appreciation
Music Appreciation
PLUS
•
•
•
•

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Music Appreciation

Film Club
Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers

Music Appreciation

F

OCR A2 Engaging in
new creative activities
PLUS

OCR A2 Engaging in
new creative activities
PLUS

OCR A1 Engaging in a
creative group activity
PLUS

Bronze Arts Award

Bronze Arts Award

Bronze Arts Award

OCR A1 Engaging in a
creative group activity

OCR F4 Using creative
software

OCR A3 Displaying
creative work

Film Club
PLUS
•
•
•
•

G

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers

OCR A2 Engaging in
new creative activities
PLUS

OCR A2 Engaging in
new creative activities
PLUS

OCR A1 Engaging in a
creative group activity
PLUS

Bronze Arts Award

Bronze Arts Award

Bronze Arts Award

OCR A1 Engaging in a
creative group activity

OCR F4 Using creative
software

OCR A3 Displaying
creative work

Film Club
PLUS
•
•
•
•
Key Skills
for all age
groups

Instrumental explore and play sessions in our well-equipped music room and
Arts and Crafts are included, following the Topic Calendar and incorporating a wide variety of materials and skills
Singing and signing is incorporated into each day’s schedule
Termly Arts focused school-wide competitions that are judged by peers

Painting
•

Explore the
different
qualities of
paint using
body parts and
tools.

Drawing
•

Explore mark
making in a
range of tactile
and sensory
materials and
use a variety of

Collage
•

•

3D Form/Sculpture
Explore a wide
variety of
collage
materials.
Explore ripping
and scrunching

•

Explore and
manipulate the
shape and
surface quality
of a variety of
materials using

Printing
•

Explore the
sensory
qualities of a
variety of
printing
materials and

Textiles
•

Explore textiles
through fabric
collage, paper
and textile
weaving,
beadwork and

•

•

•

•

Explore and
create colour
by mixing and
applying paint
in different
ways.
Explore the use
of watercolour,
block and
ready-mix, ink,
PVE and
additives such
as salt,
sawdust, sand
and collage
materials both
man-made and
natural.
Explore wash,
strokes, layers,
blending,
splash and drip
techniques
using waterbased paint and
other wet and
dry media.
Use a variety of
tools such as
brushes,
sponges,
fingers, hands,
sticks, sponge
rollers, spatulas
and invented
painting tools
made from
found and
selected
resources.

•

•

sensory
materials on
different
surfaces.
Explore and
develop how to
draw from
memory,
imagination
and
observation
using a range of
fine and broad
media.
Develop control
of line, shape,
colour, pattern
and tone using
a range of hard
to soft drawing
equipment e.g.
wax crayons,
pencils, ball
point pens,
pastels.

•

•
•
•
•

of paper and
tissues.
Overlay and
mix different
papers and
fabrics.
Use photos,
images and
pictures.
Use ICT
programmes to
collage images.
Develop scissor
skills for
cutting paper.
Learn to use
two main
adhesives; PVA
and Pritt stick.

•

•

•

body parts and
tools.
Explore three
dimensions and
the tactile
properties of
textures and
surfaces
through the
assembly,
construction,
forming and
modelling of
clay medium
and modelling
materials such
as paper, card,
found materials
and Modroc.
Explore the
technique of
casting using
plaster of Paris.
Explore
subtraction by
carving into
soft materials
such as soap
and Styrofoam.
Use 3D media
to make
representations
of the real and
imaginary
world.

•

•

•

techniques and
use them to
make marks on
different
surfaces.
Develop
printing and
pattern making
techniques
such as
Monoprinting
(lifting an
impression) or
printing from a
textured
surface.
Create single
and repeat
patterns on to
fabric or paper
using a motif /
stamp / block,
collagraph,
Pressprint, card
and paper
stencils.
Explore taking
rubbings of a
variety of
textured
surfaces.

•

•

•
•

hand sewing
techniques.
Use fabric paint
and man-made
or natural dyes
to transfer
designs on to
fabric.
Explore diverse
processes that
can include
willow work
and mosaic
using materials
such as clay,
plastics, tissues,
wire and
metals, leather
and
found/recycled
materials.
Develop scissor
skills for
cutting fabric.
Join fabric with
glue or by
tying.

Resources Acrylic paints, poster
paints, watercolours,
thick and thin brushes,
textured
brushes/sponges,
additives such as sand
or sawdust, ICT
software.

Drawing pencils of
different weights and
colours, felt tips, fine
liners, charcoal, inks,
chalk, pastels, ICT
software.

Patterned and textured
paper, card, tissue,
foils, natural and found
materials, photographs,
magazines, ICT
software.

Clay, playdoh,
modelling and cutting
tools, dough, boxes,
wire, string, tapes,
paper sculpture, papiermâché, mod roc,
plaster of Paris.

Found materials,
fruit/veg, wood blocks,
press print, lino, string,
easy print tiles and
Monoprints.

Paper and fabric
weaving, textile paints
on fabric, fabric
crayons, tie dye, wax
resist.

My World & Humanities Overview @ The Bridge
Intent & Overview
We believe that all pupils at The Bridge School are entitled to be presented with and have the ability to explore the widest range of subjects
and interests possible. How they experience those and to what extent knowledge about those subjects is retained is a matter of their own
individual ability. The purpose of the subject teaching at The Bridge is to inspire, engage and use as a conduit through which to teach
essential life, practical and communications skills and also, via these varied experiences, bring joy and engender curiosity. On the way, we
may reveal personal interests and talents that might otherwise have been denied to a pupil.
Democracy and Rule of Law is taught in Autumn 1 every year to every age group, revisiting at a level to match the child’s age and ability and
to ‘set the tone for the year’.

Years
R
Understanding
the World
The World
People and
Communities
Technology

Autumn 1
All About Me
Bodies and senses
Identifying body parts
Me and my new
school community
Cause and effect
Mechanical toys and
push button switches

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Exploring senses
Textures, tastes,
smells and sounds
Me and My Family

Weather and Seasons
To encounter and
explore Hot / Cold,
Wet / Dry

Farm and Zoo Animals
Animals in Habitats

Minibeasts and Under
the Sea, sea creatures

People Who Help Us

Clothing for different
weathers

Cooking and
Gardening.
Encounter and explore
plant growth, fruit and
vegetables that grow
in the garden.
Recognise and identify
parts of plants.
Using cooking utensils
to prepare fruit and
vegetables – chop,
peel, grate. Cooking
with what we grow –
fruit and veg

Exploring, recognising,
and identifying farm
and zoo animals, and
habitats.

Exploring, recognising,
and identifying sea
creatures and habitats.

Cause and effect
Mechanical toys and
push button switches

Light and dark
Movement and sound

Noticing patterns spots and stripes

Using iPads for taking
photographs. Signs of
summer, flowers,
trees, minibeasts,
butterflies. etc

Light and dark
Movement and sound

1&4

Families
Democracy and Rule
of Law

Bonfire Night /
Hanukah

Animals of the world

Clothes: what to wear
for what weather or
what activity

Examining insects and
their habitats.
Identifying detailed
features.

Toys and Hobbies

Farms

2&A

Holidays & Travel

Diwali India

Chinese New Year

Ramadan

Buddhism

Judaism
Beaches and Beach
Safety

Bible stories and
Christmas traditions

The Stone Age

The Roman Empire

Castles

The Tudors:
Kings, Queens, Wars,
Hygiene, Clothes, Jobs,
Children

Iceland: geography
and animal life

Fashion in history and
traditional costumes

Home making in
history: caves to bricks

World Climates and
Climate change

Australia and the
Commonwealth

ASDAN New Horizons

ASDAN New Horizons

Social
My Local Community
Democracy and Rule
of Law

Social
My Local Community

ASDAN New Horizons
Personal My Family

Weddings, Funerals,
Churches: Christian
and other religions…
ASDAN New Horizons
Personal My Family

ASDAN New Horizons
Citizenship
Environment

ASDAN New Horizons
Citizenship
Environment

Focus

Focus

Focus

Focus

Planning and visiting
different local
communities.

Pets and small
animals. How do we
care for them? What
pets do people have?

Outdoor learning,
Growing plants to
stimulate our senses.

Caring for our
environment,
Farm to Fork

Democracy and Rule
of Law

3&B

Harvest and Harvest
Festivals
Democracy and Rule
of Law

C
7

Understanding the
different places people
use regularly in their
community, e.g.
shops, post
offices, cafes and
other facilities.

D
8

Focus

Focus
Who is in my family?
What is in my houses?
Looking at different
houses.

ASDAN New Horizons

ASDAN New Horizons

ASDAN

ASDAN

ASDAN

ASDAN

Social Different
communities
Democracy and Rule
of Law

Social Different
Communities

Social
Helping Others

Social
Helping Others

Personal Leisure

Personal Leisure

Focus

Focus

Focus

Focus

Focus

Focus

Exploring features
of different

Finding out about

Finding out about a
charity and,

Sharing with others
something you would
like to do.

Find out about leisure
facilities in your area.

E
9

Exploring features
of different
cultural and
religious groups.

cultural and
religious groups.

people who may need
help. Being helpful.

planning and
raising money
making.

Transition Challenge
Feeling Good Religious Education

Transition Challenge
Feeling Good Religious Education

Transition Challenge
Making Choices
History

Transition Challenge
Making Choices
History

ASDAN Towards
Independence
Starting Out

ASDAN Towards
Independence
Starting Out

Democracy and Rule
of Law

Show you know about
different religious
rituals and traditions.

Visit a historical place
of your choice in your
local area.

Visit a historical place
of your choice in your
local area.

Focus

Focus
Looking to the future.

Focus

Focus

Focus

What are my strengths
and what is important
to me?

OCR Life and Living
Skills
C6 Going places:
Travel within the
community

OCR Life and Living
Skills
C6 Going Places: Travel
within the community

Show you know about
different religious
rituals and traditions.

Understanding key
Understanding
elements of rituals and different historical
celebrations.
places of your choice
in the local area.

Understanding
different places
where you can learn
about history in the
local area.

OCR Life and Living
Skills
C6 Going places:
Travel within your
community
N1 Developing Skills
for the workplacefollowing instructions.

OCR Life and Living
Skills
C6 Going Places:
Travel within the
community
N1 Developing Skills
for the workplacefollowing instructions.

OCR Life and Living
Skills
C6 Going Places:
Travel within the
community
N1 Developing Skills
for the workplacefollowing instructions.

OCR Life and Living
Skills
C6 Going places:
Travel within the
community
N1 Developing Skills
for the workplacefollowing instructions.

ASDAN Transition
Challenge
Show you can
behave in a public
place.

ASDAN
Take part in a
religious service or
festival.

ASDAN Transition
Challenge
Show you can
behave in a public
place.

ASDAN
Take part in a
religious service or
festival.

Focus
Understanding
different traditions
found within religions.

F/G
10 / 11

Focus
Walking safely in the
community.

Focus
Developing road safety Focus
skills
Visiting the library and
using its facilities.

Focus
Visiting potential post
16 providers.
Encountering a
performing arts venue,

N1 Developing Skills
for the workplacefollowing instructions.
ASDAN Transition
Challenge
Visit a historical place
of your choice in your
local area.
Focus
Exploring the town
centre, including

N1 Developing Skills
for the workplacefollowing instructions.
ASDAN Transition
Challenge
Show you can behave
in a public place.
Focus
Visiting different
natural
environments.

Identifying local
facilities.
Outdoor Learning
Recognising Garden
and outdoor
equipment. Planning
your garden – planting
bulbs. (freesias)
Indoor Gardeningspinach harvesting.
(tomatoes)
Composting.

Using shopping
facilities. Identifying
and attending a
religious building or
service.
Outdoor Learning
Preparing for winterbird feeders and mini
nature reserves
Vegetables - Preparing
soil and planting broad
beans seeds.

Visiting potential post
16 providers.

e.g. Wolsey Theatre,
Snape Maltings.

historical features.
Using public transport.

Outdoor Learning
Herbs- growing from
seeds and cuttings.
Creating outdoor areas
for plants. Selfwatering seedlings
Creative pots.

Outdoor Learning.
Encouraging wildlifeGrowing flowers from
seed.
Farm to fork- watering
and weeding.

Outdoor learning.
Caring for outdoor
plants and plots.
Creating structures for
climbing plants.
Plug plant wellie
books. Growing a
pumpkin.

Next steps / transition to post-16 plus additional qualifications personalised for the child

Outdoor Learning
Understanding water,
caring for plants.
Cook with our harvest.

Physical Development Overview @ The Bridge School
Autumn 1
R

Autumn 2

Ball skills -

GMS Rolling, throwing, and kicking in random directions

Spring 1

Spring 2

Ball games –

Climbing and balancing

Developing control over objects using hands

Rolling, throwing, and kicking in intended directions Moving across raised surfaces

Throwing, catching, kicking, bouncing

Rolling, throwing, and kicking at a target

Using rackets and sticks to hit balloons and balls

SWIMMING AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

FMS

Summer 2

Obstacle courses and sensory circuits -

Jumping off raised surfaces

Music and Movement – Moving to music, copying
Moving over, under and through
actions, and creating own movements to songs they
SWIMMING AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
enjoy.

R

Summer 1

Playing in pairs to throw, catch, push, and pat
balloons and balls with hands and hockey sticks
Playing in teams to keep a balloon in the air

SWIMMING AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Fine Motor Development is taught through finger gym activities, discreet handwriting, playdough manipulation and scissor skills learning opportunities; and as part
of our Enhanced Provision available on a half termly planning document. Learning opportunities are planned to develop key fine motor and coordination skills:
crossing the midline/ two-handed tasks, hand-eye coordination, in-hand strength and finger/in-hand manipulations, discrimination of left and right, finger isolation
skills, different grasps, and releases.
The following Progression in Scissor Skills is referenced as a guide for individual pupils to ensure that the learning task suits the level of the child, allowing for
appropriate challenge:
Tearing paper; Understands use of scissors; Maintains grip once positioned; Holds scissors correctly; Begins to open and close; Controlled open and close action;
Holds paper, randomly cuts; Repeats forward cuts; Cuts in a straight line; Cuts with 1 change of direction; Cuts with 1+ changes of direction; Cuts curved lines; Cuts
circles.
Development in mark-making skills: sensory and physical experiences, including gross motor skill: (Pre-literate Stage) 1. Scribble; 2. symbolic scribble; 3. Directional
scribble; 4. Symbolic / Mock letters; (Emergent Stage) 1. Strings of letters; 2. Groups of letters; 3. Labelling pictures 4. Environmental Print; (Transitional Stage) 1.
Letter/Word representation; 2. First/Last letter representation 3. Medial letter sounds; (Fluent Stage). Play dough supports the development of fine motor and
coordination skills - While children are busy rolling, poking and squishing dough, they are building strength in the little muscles in their fingers and hands. These
same muscles are used for later skills such as cutting and holding a pencil with a pincer grasp. Children are also learning hand-eye coordination as they use their
hands to shape play dough. Each different way children shape play dough—pushing, pulling, squashing, squeezing, rolling, chopping, cutting—builds fine motor
development in a different way

Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Year 3

Net and Ball

Key Skills:
Co-ordination. problem
Solving, Anticipation,
Self-Awareness

A

Year 4

Invasion Games

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding, Co-ordination

Movement and
Balance

Net and Ball

Key Skills:
Co-ordination. problem
Solving, Anticipation,
Self-Awareness

Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Swimming and Personal Care

Year 2

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding,
Co-ordination

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Understanding, Motor
Skills, Confidence,
Independence,
tolerance

Invasion Games

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor
Skills, Comparing,
Building Relationships,
Anticipation

Target Games

Movement and
Balance
Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor Skills,
Comparing, Building
Relationships,
Anticipation

Key Skills:
Motor Skills,
Confidence,
Being with others,
Organisation,
Exploring,
Self-Awareness

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding,
Co-ordination

Outdoor Ed

Net and Ball

Invasion Games

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Problem
Solving,
Self-Awareness,
Collaborations,
Confidence

Key Skills:
Co-ordination.
problem Solving,
Anticipation,
Self-Awareness

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor Skills,
Comparing, Building
Relationships,
Anticipation

Summer 1

Target Games

Invasion Games

Key Skills:
Motor Skills, Confidence,
Being with others,
Organisation, Exploring,
Self-Awareness

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor Skills,
Comparing, Building
Relationships,
Anticipation

Invasion Games

Target Games

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor Skills,
Comparing, Building
Relationships,
Anticipation

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and Finding,
Co-ordination

Movement and
Balance
Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Movement and
Balance
Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,

Summer 2

Key Skills:
Motor Skills,
Confidence,
Being with others,
Organisation, Exploring,
Self-Awareness

Target Games

Key Skills:
Motor Skills,
Confidence,
Being with others,
Organisation, Exploring,
Self-Awareness

Net and Ball

Key Skills:
Co-ordination. problem
Solving, Anticipation,
Self-Awareness

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and

Students will spend
the term practising
Sports day activities
in preparation and
bringing the skills
developed
throughout the year.
Students will focus on
the following key
skills from the
continuum:
•
Social
Interaction.
•
Being with
others.
•
Exploring.
•
Co-ordination
•
Motor Skills.
• Collaboration.

•

Confidence

Students will spend
the term practising
Sports day activities
in preparation and
bringing the skills
developed
throughout the year.

Swimming and Personal Care

Sensory Circuits

Spring 2

Swimming and Personal Care

Movement and
Balance

Spring 1

Swimming and Personal Care

Autumn 2

Swimming and Personal Care

Autumn 1

Swimming and Personal Care

Year 1

Physical Development Overview @ The Bridge School

B

Movement and
Balance
Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

C

Invasion Games

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor Skills,
Comparing, Building
Relationships,
Anticipation

F

E

D

Outdoor Ed

Outdoor Ed

Sensory Circuits

Finding,
Co-ordination

Invasion Games

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Problem
Solving,
Self-Awareness,
Collaborations,
Confidence

Key Skills:
Understanding, Motor
Skills, Confidence,
Independence,
tolerance

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor Skills,
Comparing, Building
Relationships,
Anticipation

Movement and
Balance

Outdoor Ed

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Target Games

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Problem
Solving,
Self-Awareness,
Collaborations,
Confidence

Key Skills:
Motor Skills,
Confidence,
Being with others,
Organisation,
Exploring,
Self-Awareness

Sensory Circuits

Invasion Games

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Problem
Solving,
Self-Awareness,
Collaborations,
Confidence

Movement and
Balance
Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Outdoor Ed

Key Skills:
Understanding, Motor
Skills, Confidence,
Independence,
tolerance

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor
Skills, Comparing,
Building Relationships,
Anticipation

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Problem
Solving,
Self-Awareness,
Collaborations,
Confidence

Striking and
Fielding

Sensory Circuits

Target Games

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding, Co-ordination

Co-ordination and
confidence

Key Skills:
Understanding, Motor
Skills, Confidence,
Independence,
tolerance

Key Skills:
Motor Skills,
Confidence,
Being with others,
Organisation, Exploring,
Self-Awareness

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and Finding,
Co-ordination

Invasion Games

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Motor Skills,
Comparing, Building
Relationships,
Anticipation

Movement and
Balance

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding,
Co-ordination

Net and Ball

Key Skills:
Co-ordination. problem
Solving, Anticipation,
Self-Awareness

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding,
Co-ordination

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding,
Co-ordination

Outdoor Ed

Movement and
Balance

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Problem
Solving, Self-Awareness,
Collaborations,
Confidence

Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Students will focus on
the following key
skills from the
continuum:
•
Social
Interaction.
•
Being with
others.
•
Exploring.
•
Co-ordination
•
Motor Skills.
• Collaboration.
• Confidence

G

Movement and
Balance
Key Skills:
Self-Awareness,
Anticipating,
Co-ordination and
confidence

Target Games

Key Skills:
Motor Skills,
Confidence,
Being with others,
Organisation,
Exploring,
Self-Awareness

Sensory Circuits

Key Skills:
Understanding, Motor
Skills, Confidence,
Independence,
tolerance

Outdoor Ed

Key Skills:
Tolerance, Problem
Solving, Self-Awareness,
Collaborations,
Confidence

Striking and
Fielding

Key Skills:
Social Interaction,
Exploring, Comparing,
Recognising and
Finding, Co-ordination

Key Areas:
Fit and Healthy: This should be a daily part of the timetable, it may be in the form of your daily walk, Yoga sessions, mental wellbeing, structured play in social times.
Invasion Games: Football, Rugby, basketball, netball.
Striking and Fielding: Rounders, Cricket
Target Games: Boccia, Bench Ball, Basketball, Dodgeball, Throwing and Catching Games:
Outdoor Education: Walking, Orienteering, Den Building, Climbing, Kayaking, Map Reading, Camping skills, cycling.
Movement and Balance: Gymnastics and Dance Skills, Cycling
Net and Ball Games, Tennis and Badminton.
Sensory Circuits: Multi-Sensory Experiences.
Rebound Therapy
Soft Play
Horse Riding
Team Competitions
Boccia
Personal Care
Daily Walking and
Community Participation

The Bridge School qualified Rebound coach provides all students with trampoline-based activities on a weekly basis, at all levels of physical
ability.
All students receive a thirty-minute slot in one of our Soft Play areas where they can engage in intensive interaction as well as practice
balancing skills.
Many students are able to access riding with the RDA for at least ½ a term per school year.
We are members of the Suffolk Special Schools Sports Group (Discovery) who organise a varied calendar or inter-school competitions and
sporting experiences throughout the year.
All students are taught Boccia and the school has an annual inter-class Boccia championship.
Students will be encouraged to support in their own personal care to develop independence.
Students will take part in daily walk within school or out in the local community. Students will also be given the chance to walk and experience the local
community such as walks to the library and local shops.

What is it?

Intensive
……Interaction

Intensive Interaction is an approach to developing communication and social skills.
It focuses on:
•
•
•
•

How to take part in interaction with another person
How to enjoy other people and desire to be with them.
How to learn and understand communication skills and routines.
Taking turns.

Who is it for?
Intensive Interaction is particularly beneficial for people:
•
•
•
•
•
•

at an early stage of development
who have a more severe / complex learning disability
who have hearing or vision problems
Who find it difficult to communicate and spend time with others
Who tend to reject interaction / may push others away
Who seem very ‘alone’ and in their own world

It is beneficial for all pupils at our school.
Intensive Interaction:
•
•
•

supports pupils at a pre-PECS level to develop intentional communication.
complements other communication options e.g. PECS
complements pupils who are verbal to enjoy interactions and develop their skills in the fundamentals of communication.

Why do it?
To help pupils:
•
•
•

develop the fundamentals of communication – the building blocks to developing further communication.
listening, looking and concentration skills.
Realise that being with another person is fun and they are good to be with.

When and where to do it?
•

While it can be done anytime and anywhere, we build-it into the curriculum for al, via the Soft Play sessions timetabled under physical
development.

Who can do it?
Anyone can do it!
How do I do it?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow the child’s lead – tune in.
Get down to their level.
Hold back, observe and wait.
Respond in a variety of ways, including imitation and joining in with any actions, facial expressions or vocalisations they make.
Be relaxed and unhurried.
Mirror the child’s speed and rhythm.
Have fun!
The only rule is that the interaction stops when the young person has had enough.

What are the Fundamentals of Communication?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoying being with another person
Developing the ability to attend to that person.
Concentration and attention span.
Learning to do sequences of activity with another person.
Taking turns in exchanges of behaviour.
Sharing personal space.
Learning to regulate and control arousal levels.
Using and understanding eye contacts.
Using and understanding facial expressions.
Using and understanding other non-verbal communications.
Using and understanding physical contacts.
Vocalising and using vocalisations meaningfully (including speech).

Further resources:
•
•

Dave Hewett YouTube video: Autism and Intensive Interaction
www.intensiveinteraction.co.uk This site has more videos of intensive interaction in action.

•

D of E video: Introducing Intensive Interaction to children with severe learning difficulties. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7k-1FwTBtlc

These are sensory approaches to developing communication and interaction.

TACPAC &
MAGIC
CARPETS

Tacpac is an activity resource for helping people with sensory or neurological impairment, developmental delay, profound and multiple learning
difficulties, tactile defensiveness, and limited or pre-verbal communication. It provides a structured, emotionally safe framework for the
‘receiving partner’. To make contact with their own bodies, their environment and other people, and develop a relationship with these. The
‘giving partner’ ensures that each tactile experience is well organised and sensitively offered and adjusted to suit the receiving partner’s
responses. In short it is a blended solution experience of touch, sound, pattern and relationships.
•
•
•
•

Awareness: At the most basic level, becoming aware of a stimulus (touch or sound).
Variety: beginning to differentiate between types of touch or sound.
Pattern: Repeated single sounds or sets of sounds (e.g. a tune) become patterns that, in time can be anticipated.
Association: Stimuli can come to be associated with certain objects or emotions.

Through repetition, specific music and touch stimuli can also become associated with each other, the one triggering anticipation of the other.
The revolutionary Magic Carpet includes 500+ applications to meet the development needs of every student at The Bridge School.
It is highly inclusive and activities can be accessed through gesture control, eye control, touch screen or mouse control. Combining moving
pictures with sounds, pupils can explore different worlds and games together or individually and allows physically disadvantaged pupils to
interact with those that are more able.
The intention is to help pupils develop deliberate responses to stimuli and demonstrate their wishes and opinions.

REBOUND
THERAPY

The phrase 'REBOUND THERAPY', when correctly applied, describes a specific methodology, assessment and programme of use of trampolines to
provide opportunities for enhanced movement patterns, therapeutic positioning, exercise and recreation for a wide range of users with
additional needs. Thus, it is a great tool for developing several of the key skills we have selected for our Creative Curriculum.
We have Nationally Accredited staff who deliver the sessions to all of our pupils. These are timetabled, weekly, for all.

STUDENTS' PROGRESS IS recorded using the Grades 1, 2 and 3 of this programme are based entirely on the original, accredited and approved
'Eddy Anderson model' training course as detailed on this website. When working with students with profound or complex needs, progress can
be accurately measured and recorded using this in conjunction with the Winstrada development programme.

THE PHRASE 'REBOUND THERAPY' was coined by the founder, E.G. Anderson, in 1969 to describe the use of trampolines in providing therapeutic
exercise and recreation for people with a wide range of special needs. Participants range from mild to severe physical disabilities and from mild
to profound and multiple learning disabilities, including dual sensory impairment and autistic spectrum.

REBOUND THERAPY IS used to facilitate movement, promote balance, promote an increase or decrease in muscle tone, promote relaxation,
promote sensory integration, improve fitness and exercise tolerance, and to improve communication skills.

More information can be found here, along with studies that demonstrate the positive effects that can be achieved by participation in the
programme:
https://www.reboundtherapy.org/edu/
Pupils who are able will also work towards graded certificates within the Winstrada Development programme.

FOREST SCHOOL

The Forest Schools ethos looks to develop young children to be as independent as they possibly can and start to use reflection to problem solve.

Currently, we have Forest School activities in our Early Years. Here, pupils, under the guidance of our qualified practitioner, engage in a range of
activities such as scavenger hunts, sensory walks and den building. Working with natural objects, in the outdoors, has proven tm have a positive
effect on pupils’ wellbeing and thus we hope that this intervention will help students transition from home life into Education in the most stress
free manner possible, enabling them to engage with the wider opportunities offered.

Other Important Interaction Learning Programmes at The Bridge School

•
•
•
•

Dance Therapy
Music Therapy
Messy Play
Soft Play

In each of these, peripatetic specialists work with school staff to deliver small group sessions for pupils who would most benefit from the
programme, sometimes because they have specific sensory needs and sometimes because they are experiencing moments of anxiety and
lacking in confidence or as a result of relationship issues that need a helping hand.

Physical
Development
Social, Health
and Wellbeing
A Skills rich
curriculum
delivered creatively,
via a fascinating
subject timetable
Communication

Creativity

Problem
solving and
thinking

Exploring &
Understanding
the World

